Google Text Ads Marketing Graduation Assignment

DataFeedWatch is a Feed Marketing tool for online stores to create and optimize feeds and advertising campaigns for 1000+ channels in over 50 countries. We are an international SaaS company with headquarters in Silicon Valley in the U.S. and offices in Krakow and Amsterdam. We help merchants grow.

Next to DataFeedWatch we have developed GTA (Google Text Ads), an add-on for merchants to improve their Google Text Ad Campaigns. Creating and updating text ad campaigns in Google normally takes a lot of work but with DataFeedWatch Text Ads, merchants can automate this entire process and save a significant amount of time. Products that are not in stock, for instance, will automatically be excluded from the feed thanks to this tool.

We’re relaunching GTA as a stand-alone service and we are looking for a marketer who will create a marketing strategy and business plan for this new service.

Working on this assignment will help the project team to:

• Fully understand potential customers in terms of their wishes and needs
• Consolidate the right target audience
• Determine an appropriate pricing strategy
• Define the channels to market the software product
• Create a differentiation strategy

Required knowledge, skills, and abilities:

• Strong written and verbal communication skills
• Ability to learn quickly
• Strong attention to detail
• Strong follow-through and analytical skills
• Ability to work independently with minimal instructions
• Must be dependable and show commitment

What we offer:

• The ability work fully remote
• Freedom to write your thesis at your own pace
• Industry experts who are there to support you
• A unique opportunity to have an impact on the success of a ground-breaking SaaS product
Ready to apply for this exciting graduation assignment? Please email your CV in English to jobs@datafeedwatch.com and attach the following disclaimer:

“I hereby consent to my personal data being processed by Wordwatch Inc. for the purpose of considering my application for the vacancy advertised and for the future recruitment purposes”